Innovative
Diving Supervisor
Training Simulator
The Diving Supervisor
Training Simulators
significantly enhance
the training environment
for dive supervisors,
improving employment
outcomes and safety.

The Project produced two fully
portable simulator units, housed in
purpose built 20’ shipping containers
and are capable of transport by sea,
rail or road. Each container houses
an offshore air and closed bell
dive control panel and a dedicated
instructor’s station.
The fully computerised system
simulates the supervisor’s
environment without a diver ever
getting wet.

The AU$1.4M Dive Supervisor
Simulator Project is a world first
for the commercial diving industry,
adapting existing airline, and maritime
simulator concepts specifically for
the diving environment. Construction
of the purpose built offshore dive
supervisor control stations was
completed in Melbourne,
Australia in June 2010.

The system is designed to provide
trainee supervisors with a hands-on
learning opportunity in a realistic
learning environment, including
the opportunity to simulate all the
emergencies that may occur in the
real environment.

Turning a concept into
a reality with assistance
from the Australian
Government.

Strangely enough, it is the global
financial crisis, which gave rise to the
grant scheme and has finally given us
a chance to develop the concept.
As we all know, occupational diving
operations are a small but critical part
of the offshore oil and gas industry
sector and are universally recognised
as high hazard and high risk. Offshore
diving operations all over the world
are required, usually by law, to be
supervised by a competent dive
supervisor.

In August 2009, ADAS was awarded
a grant to develop simulators for the
training of offshore supervisors from
the Australian Government following
a successful application for funding
through the Teaching and Learning
Capital Fund (TLCF) for Vocational
Education and Training (VET).

Currently, offshore divers are at
increased risk because the quality of
supervisor training is severely
limited by the cost and practical
difficulties of providing realistic
operational diving scenarios in an
accessible, safe and controlled
training environment.

The diver supervisors must be
specifically trained and certified
to ensure the safety of divers, to
undertake quality control of offshore
diving, and in particular, to implement
appropriate risk management
responses to manage potential
diving emergencies.

The intention was to improve
the initial and refresher training
of offshore supervisors in the
supervision of offshore diving
operations and in particular, the
management of offshore diving
emergencies.
ADAS first conducted an industry
feasibility study for this project in
2000, and has had it waiting in the
wings for an opportunity to implement
the concept.
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The simulators are
realistically configured
as standard industry
container-mounted dive
control positions.
The concept of the simulators is that the
trainee supervisor(s) will enter the dive
control station and take over control of,
or commence, an air, wet bell or closed
bell dive.
The instrumentation is a combination of
digital and analogue gauges to provide
for the mix of panel arrangements
supervisors may encounter in the
current offshore transitional technical
environment.

Not apparent to the trainee
supervisor is that the reality
ends at the back of the panel.
There, instead of the normal plumbing
will be masses of electrical cabling
which connect the digital and analogue
gauges to ‘black boxes’.

These take the control input entered by
the supervisor’s actions to a computer
which is programmed to interpret that
signal and undertake the appropriate
response. Hundreds of hours have been
spent on developing reams of data flow
diagrams to ensure that when a specific
control action occurs, the appropriate
reaction results.
The simulator will do it all - dynamic
positioning alarms, gas analysis, diver
depth, calculate gas consumption rates
and manipulate gauges accordingly,
simulate and regulate gas flow rates. It
also simulates the reclaim system and all
offshore communication systems.
Between the facility’s air and mixed
gas dive control stations, there will
be 28 video monitors and voice
communications for all divers and the
other relevant support stations (eg.
bridge, winch, crane).
There are simulated video feeds from
diver hatcams, internal/external wet
and closed bell camera feeds, remote
operated vehical (ROV) cams, survey
data and trunk cams.

Also included will be all relevant
offshore protocols and emergency
responses, smoke creation, fire
detection and alarms.
Using the hybrid computer, video and
‘mechatronic’ arrangements, the various
pressure and depth readouts and
the visual and audio communications
facilities necessary to control real diving
operations are simulated and fed to the
trainee supervisor.

The trainee supervisor will
then undertake the appropriate
actions to manage the situation.
The instructor will be able to monitor
everything that happens at the panel
through a series of audio and data
recorders, log sheets and video
cameras.
The computer will then provide the
instructor with a detailed analysis and
report of the student’s performance,
identifying improvements and, if
applicable, safety parameters
breached.

Simulated Video Feeds
Hatcams, wet and closed
bell cameras, ROVcams,
survey data and trunk cams.

Simulated Readouts

Authentic
Communications

Computer controlled readouts
for various measures such
as depth, pressure and gas
measurements.

Voice communications to
relevant support stations.

Student Guidance
E-learning based training
for standard training
protocols and emergency
response scenarios.

Training
Scenarios

Simulated Gas Control

Interactive and
programmable
training scenarios.

Authentic control station for
breathing gas controls.
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